ENGLISH TRANSLATION
The exhibition “Daily Bread" in Hamilton sheds light on the invisible labour of Portuguese-Canadian workers who helped
build Canada. The exhibition of [51] year old visual artist, daughter of Azorean immigrants, is on display at until August
17 at Workers Arts and Heritage Centre.
On site at the exhibition are twenty artworks created over the last [two years], by the artist who holds a twenty-year
practice. The works are being shielded from light.
We have in studio, visual artist Teresa Ascencao. Welcome to OMNI TV.
Thank you, Sergio. I appreciate this opportunity.
Let’s talk about this exhibition that opened Friday and will be on until August 17. What will we encounter at the exhibition?
They are unusual photos, made from [plant] juices related to Portuguese and Azorean cuisine. They are not [traditional]
black and white photos, rather multicoloured because they are made from the juices of [various] plants.
The interesting thing is that the photos could become invisible if light falls upon them. So, the museum has lowered the
light levels [to protect them]. The project concept is actually about the labour of Portuguese-Canadians that is invisible.
So these works were made over the last years. When did you start preparing this exhibition?
I didn’t know I was going to have this exhibition. I started experimenting with materials when I was in the Azores, while
participating in the Azores Fringe Festival. I wanted to make something that wouldn’t harm the natural environment. I
asked myself what materials could I use to create photos without [toxic] chemicals. I started experimenting with wild
plants, and also with produce from people’s gardens. This process started two years ago.

So the food products you are using are from Portuguese cuisine?
Yes, I started with the potato flower, while in the Azores, but I didn’t yet have experience with the process, which is an old
technique of more than two hundred years. There is no method to fix the images, nor a way to know if an image will form.
The potato flower didn’t work. But after a year, I started experimenting with beet root, spinach, red wine and blackberry,
which are also plants used in Portuguese and Azorean cuisine. I finally started getting images that were successful.
Why Hamilton?
I came across a museum called Workers Arts and Heritage Centre. I called them because I knew it would be a venue
suited to the work, and that they might be interested in showing work about Portuguese-Canadian labourers who helped
build Canada. I had to submit a regular proposal like all artists. In the end, the work was accepted for a solo exhibition.
How many works are on exhibit?
There are about twenty pieces of various sizes and colours.
What about the Luso-Canadian workers who helped build Canada?
Yes. When I was an immigrant child (I was born in Brazil to Azorean parents) … when my parents arrived in Canada, I
would see them doing difficult jobs, along with uncles/aunts and friends of family. They worked long hours and
sometimes didn’t get paid much, but persevered. They were invisible jobs that were not valued, and that many
[Canadians] didn’t want to perform, such as construction work, office cleaning and even worm picking overnight - which
would require a helmet flashlight to see where the worms were. I appreciate their labour because I also work with my
hands, but of course it is different.
So this ends up being an homage to Luso-Canadians and their workers?
Yes, I have much pride in being Portuguese-Canadian (and also Brazilian-born). This is an homage to our people who
work hard, whose labour is invisible, and who are not recognized.
So, how is this going to unfold until August? Are we going to see other activities during the exhibition, alongside the
artworks?
Yes, today the gallery said they will be offering a youth workshop to learn this photo technique, which is called
“anthotypes.” I will be facilitating this workshop in June. There will be more programming around this exhibition.
Is this to encourage youth to participate and also to attend the exhibition?
Yes.
Do you want to send a final message to our audience members, inviting them to visit the exhibition?
The exhibition is called “Daily Bread” in English, and in Portuguese it is “Pão de Cada Dia,” - to represent the work that
we do in putting food on the table. The opening is tomorrow night (Friday, May 11) and will remain on exhibit until August
17. The gallery is open Wednesdays to Saturdays from 10am to 4pm. I welcome people, because I enjoy hearing their
experiences, including the experiences of Portuguese-Canadians.
Thank you for being in our studio. I wish you well.
Thank you, Sergio.
Teresa Ascencao, visual artist, who was our guest. We are now going onto an intermission and wishing you a good
evening. Until later.

